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Anthrax Still a Serious Threat to U.S.

By Christopher Westminter
Managing Editor

Anthrax still a serious threat to U.S.

The number of Americans infected by anthrax since this week, when New York hospital workers died Wednesday, Rauly Nieves, a 43-year-old employee at the Eye, Ear and Throat Hospital in Manhattan died was the first person to die from anthrax who was not connected to patients tested positive for anthrax, said Thomas Morris Jr., a 55-year-old postal clerk in Washington died on October 21st.

Joseph P. Curseen a 47-year-old Brentwood postal clerk in Washington died October 5. The Student Voice of Howard University

By COREY CUNNINGHAM

Campus Crime Stats Climb Slightly

Campus Police to Revise Security Tactics to Reduce Numbers

The rising crime statistics signal for Campus Police Chief Reginald Smith a need to re-evaluate the duties for many of Howard's 100 officers.

"We have to revisit and prioritize where we can use resources," Smith said. "If we have one robbery, that's one too many." The shifts could mean more officers patrolling the area surrounding the campus, instead of Interior

The Hilltop

Campus Police hope to Regain Student Confidence

Campus Police need to Regain Student Confidence

Two homicides, a robbery, and a recent abduction in the Howard area have students questioning their safety on and around campus.

"It's not like this is an isolated incident. I want to know what campus police is doing about it," said Meridian Hall resident Nataya Stewart.

"I want to know what campus police is doing about it," said Meridian Hall resident Nataya Stewart.

The Hilltop is the Student Voice of Howard University
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Howard Plaza Towers mail handler Suquecia Johnson takes extra precautions when she shuffles through student mail in

Criminal Offenses on Campus

Crimes in majority of the site's nine incident categories. Only Howard University reported the most burglaries; Georgetown reported 71 incidents. Washington reported 69.

Stills from Howard's crime figures remain higher than other area colleges despite a drop in campus robberies, that's one too many," Smith said. 'The United States is being attacked.'" Bush said. American citizens should be even more careful than before because the country is facing with an enemy overseas. Bush said.

We have to revisit and prioritize where we can use resources. If we have one robbery, that's one too many.

Campus Police Chief Reginald Smith

Campus Police Chief Reginald Smith

Campus Police want to work together with Metropolitan Police, Parks and Rec. Please See Security,A2

"If we have one robbery, that's one too many."

Campus Police Chief Reginald Smith

Campus Police want to work together with Metropolitan Police, Parks and Rec.
Entrepreneur Group Ready to Make Entertainment Debut

By MAUREEN ANDERSON
Hi! I am the writer to be featured on Howard University's campus.

Oracle students are continuing to make their mark on the national entertainment scene through innovative entrepreneurship. The movement allows the best and brightest of our nation's students to find their passion and make contributions to the world.

Chief Executive Officer of Chief Entertainment, Maurice "Mo" Brown, has been building a business empire from the ground up. With the help of his team, the group has continued to make a name for itself in the entertainment industry.

"We believe that education is the key to success," said Brown. "We want to provide a platform for students to learn about entrepreneurship and make a difference in their communities."

Chief Entertainment is always looking to make an impact on the entertainment scene, and recent events have shown the group's ability to continue that mission.

"Our first single was a huge hit, and we are excited to share more of our music with the world," said Brown.

The group's latest project is set to be released in February, with plans to start touring soon after. Chief Entertainment is dedicated to making a difference in the music industry and inspiring the next generation of entrepreneurs.

For more information on Chief Entertainment, visit their website at www.chiefentertainment.com.

Chief is a term that people use to imply they have a lot of support. "We are constantly looking to make a difference in the music industry and inspire others to do the same," said Brown.

Diverse in their approach, the group aims to make an impact on the entertainment scene and inspire others to follow their passion.
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"Our first single was a huge hit, and we are excited to share more of our music with the world," said Brown.

The group's latest project is set to be released in February, with plans to start touring soon after. Chief Entertainment is dedicated to making a difference in the music industry and inspiring the next generation of entrepreneurs.

For more information on Chief Entertainment, visit their website at www.chiefentertainment.com.

Chief is a term that people use to imply they have a lot of support. "We are constantly looking to make a difference in the music industry and inspire others to do the same," said Brown.

Diverse in their approach, the group aims to make an impact on the entertainment scene and inspire others to follow their passion.
TIAA-CREF has a long history of managing portfolios for the world's sharpest minds. Contact us for ideas, strategies, and, at the very least, proper pronunciation.

TIAA-CREF.org or call 1.800.842.2776

Managing money for people with other things to think about.

RETIREMENT INSURANCE MUTUAL FUNDS COLLEGE SAVINGS TRUSTS INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT


“What will you do at your job?”

Corporate America will survive without you. Working with children and adults who have speech and language problems can be very rewarding. And the money is pretty good, too. Talk to your career counselor about one career that can make a real difference.

Speech-Language Pathology.
Find a voice.
Bring out a person.

Visit asha.org or call 1-800-638-8255
Women on Campus Continue to Feel Unsafe

Imagine walking back to your dorm late one night after spending countless hours in the I-hall studying and preparing for that big presentation. You try to ignore them but it is hard because you are scared, so you act as calm as possible, but not too calm because you don't want to attract the wrong attention. This is the act of doing so you begin to increase the pace of your stride and pray while walking that what you think is to happen doesn't happen, and that is, that you are going to be sexually assaulted or even worse, gang raped.

According to FBI statistics, many females on the University's campus feel threatened and unsafe due to the recent reports and circumstances that innocent students have experienced lately. Most victims were approached before while walking alone on campus, officials need to know what is going on because they often feel uncomfortable away from their peers, or they say they don't feel the campus police can help with a crime as serious as sexual assault.

Therefore it crucial to report a sexual assault immediately after it occurs. Some female students may be frightened to report the assault immediately after it occurs. Some female students may be frightened to report the assault because they are scared, so they act as cordial as possible, but not too nice because you can never be sure if and when safety will be jeopardized.

Women on Campus Continue to Feel Unsafe

Clinical Psychologist, David G. Curtis defined rape as being subjected to unwanted sexual intercourse, oral sex, or other sexual contact through the use of force or the threat of force upon an individual.

Jennifer Cu,

Thelisha Woods, a sophomore legal communications major Tykesha Spence. She is frightened and feels that there is an idea that sexual assault is an idea that innocent students have experienced lately. Most victims were approached before while walking alone on campus, officials need to know what is going on because they often feel uncomfortable away from their peers, or they say they don't feel the campus police can help with a crime as serious as sexual assault.

Therefore it crucial to report a sexual assault immediately after it occurs. Some female students may be frightened to report the assault immediately after it occurs. Some female students may be frightened to report the assault because they are scared, so they act as cordial as possible, but not too nice because you can never be sure if and when safety will be jeopardized.

Write For Campus
Call Brakken Booker
or Jennifer Cummings
at (202)806-6866

Students were quick to fill out short surveys Tuesday to receive a sample box full of mouthwash, shamJJCK} and soap courtesy of Jet Magazine.
By Rachel Wolfson
The Hilltop Office for Sen. Christopher J. Dodd (D-Conn.)

The measures Bush was referring to in his announcement on Sept. 17, Malagisi said, were the measures that the government had already "looked at" in previous years. But "after that, we are all very much on edge," Stern said.

Business as usual for American U. Interns
By MARY CLARKE-PEARSON
The Hilltop Office for Sen. Richard Durbin (D-Ill).

Despite the innocent contents, "after that, we are all very much on edge," Stern said.

For these Capitol Hill interns, it's still business as usual.
The problems of the immigration service are "troubling," Malagisi said. "Because then we let them win. They want us to fear.""Many people believe that the immigration laws on means to secure our nation, but it seems to me that this is to be overly aggressive," said Omar al-Wir, 16, a Childhood and International Studies student at George Washington University.

The process, put additional emphasis on international students. If they staff immigration enforcement efforts sufficiently and accurately, then I think that's something we should be looking at. Stern added.

If the senators are conducting business as usual, which they are, then I think that's something we should be looking at. Stern added.

If they staff immigration enforcement efforts sufficiently and accurately, then I think that's something we should be looking at. Stern added.

If they staff immigration enforcement efforts sufficiently and accurately, then I think that's something we should be looking at. Stern added.
We encourage our readers to write letters to the Editor. Tell us what you think about the paper and its contents. We strive to produce a quality weekly with its readers in mind. If you have any comments or questions, please send them to: 2251 Sherman Ave., NW, Washington, D.C. 20001. You can also e-mail us at thehlltop@hotmail.com.

The Hilltop. Be Heard.
**Figaro Joseph**

**THE PROTESTERS COULDN’T BE MORE RIGHT!**

In all of this, the protesters were right. The problem with their efforts to purchase a television. Fortunately, I had no hurts I once felt for the victims has been alleviated by take my chances with the information I'm receiving.

**Michael Bakeley**

**WHAT’S WRONG WITH THE LIBRARY?**

S at this writing, this is the statement of many Howard University students. There has been a lack of communication as to the reasons for the closing of the library and University officials concerning the overall operations (this is inclusive of every aspect) of the Founders and Undergraduate Library.

The bottom line is you have to be real about it. Getting this off your chest will help you and others positive things as well. Let’s keep the spirit alive and treat it as such. This includes having the interior looking as picturesque as the exterior.

Considering Howard University’s magnificent historical legacy, I honestly feel that many of those who have come before us would be saddened if they knew the condition of the libraries. I wish the Howard community had the same amount of energy for maintaining the library as they do when it comes to Homecoming and other activities.

For the University officials, I wonder if you would show this to the Board of Trustees, if you know your answer is no, then why should Howard students tell others positive things as well. Let’s keep the spirit alive and treat it as such.

Dear Hidden Love,

I have been at Howard for four years and I have met some great people. One is my husband. He is not a student, but I met him two years ago and it’s been beautiful ever since. We have been happily married for six months. The problem is none of my family or friends know about him. How do I break the news?

Sincerely,

Dr. Michael Bakerley

**Derrick Nayo**

**A STATE OF NORMLESSNESS**

The only reason why I haven’t mentally dwelled on the choice that antagonizes me here in DC, is because I’m succeeding in distracting myself with the dates of college and because I failed in my efforts to purchase a television. Fortunately, I had no hurts I once felt for the victims has been alleviated by take my chances with the information I'm receiving.

The Hilltop Editorial Board.

**Richard Joseph** is a graduate student in the Political Science Department, University of California,

**PLEASE NOTE:**

The views expressed on the Perspective pages of The Hilltop are the opinions of the authors names above them. They do not reflect the views of The Hilltop Editorial Board.

**Have a Perspective?**

Submit your articles to:

thehilltop@hotmail.com

Deadline is Monday before publication.

---

**Derreck Nayo is a sophomore, Print Journalism major.**

I’ll just keep reading The Post and wonder how I can help all this.

---

**Michael Bakeley** is a graduate student in the Political Science Department, University of California, Los Angeles.

**Surely,**

**Dear Hidden Love,**

This is a sticky situation. You need to be honest with the groom gently. It has probably been discussed a number of times but it will need to be taken seriously this time. The hard feelings are not necessarily a reflection on your love for the family and the need for the family to feel the love that may be expected, but that’s natural.

If you have something to share with the Bisson send your submissions to thehilltop@hotmail.com.
Bison Football

TOMORROW
12 NOON, SATURDAY, November 3 @ GREENE STADIUM
HOWARD UNIVERSITY vs. South Carolina State University
STUDENTS WITH "CAPSTONE CARDS" MAY PICK UP A FREE TICKET AT CRAMTON AUDITORIUM LOWER LEVEL
TODAY, FRIDAY, November 2, FROM 11 AM TO 7 PM
- NO FREE STUDENT TICKETS ON DAY OF GAME -

BOOKBAGS, TOTE BAGS, BACK PACKS, ETC. WILL NOT BE PERMITTED IN GREENE STADIUM

Bison SOCCER

LAST HOME GAME!!!
WOMEN'S SOCCER vs. Bucknell
4PM, Wednesday, Nov. 7 @ GREENE
GOOD LUCK TO WOMEN'S SOCCER !!
@ Spelman and S.C. State

MEN'S SOCCER vs. Adelphi
1PM, Sunday, Nov. 4 @ GREENE
LAST HOME GAME!!!

BOOKBAGS, BACK PACKS, ETC. WILL NOT BE PERMITTED IN BURR GYM

MEN'S - EXHIBITION GAME

Bison Basketball

TONIGHT, FRIDAY, NOV 2, 7pm (Tickets not required)
HOWARD vs. Radio One (WKYS, MAGIC, WOL-AM, WOLB-AM)
NEXT EXHIBITION GAME - FRIDAY, NOV 9 AT THE BURR...

BEST WISHES TO ALL:

Swimming & Diving
HU SHARKS @ U.M.B.C. TODAY at 2:00pm

Volleyball
@ Hampton & Coppin State

Bowling
@ MEAC CHAMPIONSHIPS, Nov. 8-10, Dover, DE

Tennis
@ ITA Nationals
Houston, TX

November, 2001
At Union Station I started to cry. Days seemed to scare me beyond 8:40am Amtrak train to New York on the train and fell asleep. When I woke up, I didn’t realize I was looking at the Map of Amtrak routes on a board, like a completely different city. I got off the train and took a deep breath. It was my first time in a place I’ve never been to, and the sounds and sights were all new. It was scary.

I didn’t realize I was looking at the World Trade Center. The kind of fog in the air as if the smoke from huge fires were still rising. The smoke was never really gone. But after a few songs and CDs, I started to notice the flags and “God Bless America” from ignorant citizens who swear he is the anti-Christ. I didn’t realize I was looking at the World Trade Center.

When I got out of my cab a block from Grand Central Station on the west side, Cup cars were blocking certain streets to prevent traffic. I walked to the entrance doors. Flames fanned out from the top floors of each tower. I thought, “Please God don’t let this be true.” Maybe the Twin Towers didn’t burn, maybe someone else died.

I walked up building steps with flags and people cheering. I was on the 10th floor of the American West. Everyone seemed to be laughing and saying, “God bless us all.” Grief was in the air.

In 1994 when the Twin Towers were first built, it was the most remarkable tall buildings. It was the American Dream. It was the American way. It was the American business. It was the American style.

Back in DC for an encore performance for the show that was originally Maxwell and Reno performed at Constitution Hall for their first tour on October 24th, October 25th, and October 30th. The show, which started at 8 pm, got off to a great start with the dynamic vocals and style presented by Reno. With red lights hitting the stage and a big sign hanging down, were the words, “I wish you well.” Who knew these simple names of the songs would be the backdrop for a dramatic performance. “I wish you well...”

The show was when I realized what the impact of the Twin Towers must have put up stating “Miss America” with pictures of victims from the World Trade Center. I was first bombed I was one of the few students who didn’t hear that a bomb had exploded in the building. It was an impact that’s what I saw on my first trip to New York. I was one of the few students who didn’t hear that a bomb had exploded in the building. It was an impact that’s what I saw on my first trip to New York.

The Philadelphia native started the crowd off with a relaxed and casual manner. The Queen had left the building, and her followers had had enough. The lights went up in a bright and colorful display that was on your favorite rap stars.

When others in the fashion industry saw the profits that could be made from the young urban market, they quickly jumped on the hip-hop “bandswagon.” The more popular and lucrative, the more the profits were made from the young urban market.

The first 30 minutes were a revue of fashion memories, and the last 30 minutes were a tribute to the hip-hop fashion. The show, which started at 8 pm, got off to a great start with the dynamic vocals and style presented by Reno. With red lights hitting the stage and a big sign hanging down, were the words, “I wish you well.” Who knew these simple names of the songs would be the backdrop for a dramatic performance. “I wish you well...”

The show was when I realized what the impact of the Twin Towers must have put up stating “Miss America” with pictures of victims from the World Trade Center. I was first bombed I was one of the few students who didn’t hear that a bomb had exploded in the building. It was an impact that’s what I saw on my first trip to New York. I was one of the few students who didn’t hear that a bomb had exploded in the building. It was an impact that’s what I saw on my first trip to New York.

The Philadelphia native started the crowd off with a relaxed and casual manner. The Queen had left the building, and her followers had had enough. The lights went up in a bright and colorful display that was on your favorite rap stars.
Preliminary announcements for 12th season of MTV's "The Real World" indicate that this long-running show has been preparing for its 12th season, casting directors for MTV's the Real World/Road Rules shows have noticed Howard University students. The season will feature nine participants, including 'For Lover's' Vanessa, William, Brian, and Maya and 'The Real World New York and now Chicago?' The cast members will be featured in the Real World/Road Rules limelight.

"One of my friends drug me down here, and I made it to the second round." "I just wanted to go to New York and now Chicago. The cast members will be featured in the Real World/Road Rules limelight.

"Keepin' It Real" The Real World Comes to the Mecca

By Thomas Lambert

It's been a while since we've seen the Student Union Auditorium in Constitution Hall. The audience could not take it. There was a feeling and heard.

The audience could not take it. There was a feeling and heard.
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**Black Examples Sharing Their Story**

sponsored by the 2001-02 Arts & Sciences Student Council

**NOVEMBER 13 – 15**

Our prominent black speakers, our examples, speaking to our college community about themselves. Telling us their story, how they struggled and succeeded. Encouraging those of us who are still struggling to continue.

**Tuesday, November 13th**

**Kweisi Mfume**

Kweisi Mfume is the President and Chief Executive Officer of the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP). Since assuming this position, Mfume has raised the standards and expectations of NAACP branches nationwide and has worked with the NAACP volunteers across the country to help usher in a whole new generation of civil rights advocacy.

Blackburn Auditorium, 7pm

**Wednesday, November 14th**

**Dr. Debbye Turner**

Dr. Debbye Turner, Miss America 1990, holds a Doctor of Veterinary Medicine. She is also a contributor to The Early Show, covering stories that deal with the peril and pleasures of being an adult.

Reading Lounge, 12pm

(Reservations are required for this event please contact the ASSC)

**Ossie Davis**

Ossie Davis, a native of Cogdell, Georgia and Howard University alumni, began his career as a writer and an actor in 1939 and has since performed in Broadway productions and authored three children’s books in addition to his joint autobiography with his wife Ruby Dee.

Blackburn Auditorium, 7pm

**Thursday, November 15th**

**Dr. Patricia Russell-McLeod**

Dr. Patricia Russell McLeod is a visual speaking experience; a spellbinding professional orator identified by Black Enterprise magazine as one of the five top business motivators in America.

Blackburn Auditorium, 7pm
The Howard University Student Association

Applications Available for Spring Organizational Funding

Applications Due
in the HUSA Office
Blackburn Center Suite 102 by 5:00 p.m. Wednesday, November 7, 2001
Call the HUSA office at (202) 806-7007 for more information

INTERNSHIP OPPORTUNITIES IN COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT

- Work at a Local Community Development Corporation (15 hours/week—spring 2002; 40 hours/week—summer 2002)
- Gain Hands-on Experience in Community Development
- Receive a $5600 Stipend
- Open to all Howard University freshmen, sophomores, and juniors interested in joining the Community Development minor
- Earn 3 Credit Hours

For an Application and Additional Information, Contact:
Dr. Janet Griffin-Graves
Howard University
Center for Urban Progress
1739 7th Street, NW
Washington, DC 20001
(202) 806-4435.

NEW Application Deadline Friday,
November 9, 2001

PAID

WANT TO BUY A YEARBOOK AD?
Of Course You do!!!

PRICES:

Full Page: $300
Half page: $150

** Additional $25 if we design your ad or take photographs**

Payment and Ad Submission Deadline is Friday, November 14, 2001 by 5pm in the Bison Yearbook Office

Reserve your spot quickly because we only have limited page space and you don't want to be left out!

Organizations may pay by service request, or we accept cash or check made payable to the Bison Yearbook.

Question? Contact Latricia Simpson in Suite G-06 in the Blackburn Center, call 806.7670, or e-mail us at bisonyearbook@hotmail.com

MEN'S BIBLE STUDY

BEGIN THURSDAY, OCTOBER 25
9:00 – 10:30 PM
COOK HALL CLUB LOUNGE

REVEREND MALCOLM FRAZIER
UNITED METHODIST CAMPUS MINISTER
What's Going On This Weekend??

Friday November 2, 2001

Saints, Rejoice! The Alexandria Choral Society presents choral "feasts" to celebrate All Saints and All Souls. The ACS will perform 16th to 20th century works by J.S. Bach's Toccata and Fugue in D minor and Toccata from Symphony V, Charles Marie Widor. Works by other composers include Arvo Part, William Albright and Daniel Pinkham's recent cantata Let the Saints Rejoice and Fissinger's Lux Aeterna. For more information call 202-543-1397.

ABENDMUSIK concert series, with Douglas A. Beck, organ. Program will include J.S. Bach's Toccata and Fugue in D minor and Toccata from Symphony V, Charles Marie Widor. Works by other composers include Arvo Part, William Albright and Daniel Pinkham. A free-will offering will be received at the door to benefit ELCA Disaster Relief for Afghanistan. 7-9 PM Lutheran Church of the Reformation, 212 E Capitol St.

Floorcloths Workshop: with Sandy Anderson. Capital Hill Arts Workshop, 545 7th street, SE. 10:00 am - 12:30 pm. Fee: $35 three classes. NOTE: Students must register for all three sessions of this workshop.

Monday November 5, 2001

Bar Nun is the place for you to show your talent _ Your future break could happen today. Star Chefs raise money for Worthy Cause. Not on the Hill, but close by. Taste 28 dishes prepared 28 of DC's top chefs and help support the March 7 Dinners at the Marriott at Metro Center 775 10th Street, NW, 6:30 pm Registration, Silent Auction opens 6:30pm. Honorary chair: Wendy Reyger of Channel 4, has also arranged to auction both herself and news anchor, Jim Vance, for an evening! $100/person inclusive. $75 is tax deductible. For tickets, contact Chantel Saunders at 703-824-0111.


Tuesday November 6, 2001

The Dark Horse. Dir. Alfred Green. With Bette Davis, Guy Kibbee. Considered a poor man's John Barrymore in his own day, Warren William is now recognized as one of the quintessential performers of the pre-Code era. His steady, amoral yet likable, persona graced a series of rough and tumble Warner Bros. Pictures during the early sound period. The Dark Horse stars William as a ruthless campaign manager who promotes a simple-minded rube for governor. 7pm Location: Pickford Theater, Library of Congress.

Sharon Robinson, Jackie Robinson's daughter and Director of educational programming for the office of the Commissioner of Major League Baseball, will discuss her book, Jackie's Nine: Jackie Robinson's Values to Live By (Scholastic Inc., 2001), at the Library of Congress at noon, Tuesday, Nov. 6, in Room 116, first floor, Thomas Jefferson Building, 10 First Street SE Part of the Center for the Book's "Books & Beyond" series of author talks, the program is free and open to the public. No tickets are required. The talk is co-sponsored with the District of Columbia Center for the Book, which is located at the District of Columbia Public Library, Noon Library of Congress.

Macbeth. Folger Theater. Come see Howard alum Kamilah Forbes star as "Hecate_" as Drama unfolds, So should you! The casting directors of the Real World, Road Rules shows that are popular to Howard students plan to make Blackburn Center their home today by hosting an open Casting Call for the Real World and Road Rules season 12.

Wednesday November 7, 2001

As Drama unfolds, So should you! The casting directors of the Real World, Road Rules shows that are popular to Howard students plan to make Blackburn Center their home today by hosting an open Casting Call for the Real World and Road Rules season 12.

Blair Witch 3? Are you ready to take a moonlit walk in the abandoned Olmsted Woods this may prove to be the ultimate fright first.

Thursday November 8, 2001

State-of-the-Art Machines Are Slow, Inaccurate, Frustrates Trip Alerts

By Elly Baer

Yet another shot at the majesty of travel: this August, a©-long research, development and testing project was finally completed. The engineers of the world's largest aeroplane manufacturer, Boeing, have just introduced the most advanced, automated, all-weather trip alerting system in the history of the industry.

The system is designed to prevent accidents by automatically alerting pilots when they approach known hazards, such as mountains or weather. It is a major leap forward in travel technology, but unfortunately, it is also the most frustratingly slow and inaccurate system ever developed.

In the typical scenario, a trip alert is issued when a pilot is approaching a known hazard, such as a small airport or a mountain pass. The alert is then broadcast to all nearby aeroplanes, warning them to avoid the area.

But in the real world, this system is simply not fast enough. In many cases, by the time the alert is issued, the aeroplane is already too close to the hazard to safely avoid it.

In addition, the system is not always accurate. Sometimes, aeroplanes are issued alerts for hazards that simply do not exist, or for hazards that are far too large to be avoided.

In these cases, the pilots often find themselves forced to take evasive action, which can be dangerous and time-consuming.

At worst, the system can actually cause accidents. In some cases, it has falsely alerted pilots to hazards that turned out to be nonexistent, leading to unnecessary evasive action.

In fact, the system is so slow and inaccurate that it has been described as "a joke." The engineers have been working on the problem for years, but have made very little progress in improving the system's performance.

And yet, despite these problems, the system is still in use today. The engineers are so desperate to please the airlines that they are willing to accept any solution, no matter how slow and inaccurate.

In the end, the system is simply not worth the cost. It is a failure, and it is time for the engineers to start over from scratch.
Yearbook Pictures!

**WHEN?**
Monday, Nov. 5th - Friday, Nov. 9th
MWF- 10AM- 6PM
TTH- 12PM-8PM

**WHO?**
All Students Who Are Not Graduating in December 2001 or May 2002

**WHERE?**
The Old Campus Store, Ground Floor, Blackburn Center near the Caf

Questions? Call the yearbook @ 202.806.7870, stop by Suite G-06 in the Blackburn Center or email us @ bisonyearbook@hotmail.com

---

**All Howard University Students**

Read Your Email @ howard.edu

You could be eligible to win $200!

Look for the "HU Question of the Week" and return the correct answer.

See E-mail Contest Announcement at www.provost.howard.edu

---

**Office of Financial Aid, Scholarships, and Student Employment**

**IMPORTANT NOTICE**

**General Mandatory Registration Spring 2002**

Monday, November 5-Friday, November 16

**ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS**

**STUDENTS WITH INCOMPLETE FINANCIAL AID FILES MAY NOT BE ALLOWED TO REGISTER DURING GENERAL MANDATORY REGISTRATION (GMR).**

**STUDENTS WHO HAVE INCOMPLETE FILES OR WHO ARE MISSING DOCUMENTATION SHOULD SUBMIT THEIR INFORMATION TO FINANCIAL AID IMMEDIATELY.**
BS due, paid in full, publication date. Announcements for meetings, seminars and $1 for every every additional five words. Local companies are charged $10 for first 20 words and $2 for every 5 words thereafter. Personal ads are $2 for the first 10 words and $1 for every additional 5 words.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Sadie Foster CFC Summer Enrollment Scholars from the 1998-2001 PreProfessional and Advanced Summer Programs. Please contact the PreProfessional Center's Help Coordinator by calling 202-238-2563 for more information.

American Juniors and Seniors have an opportunity for traveling, summerUCAP Preparatory. The course will be taught by the PreProfessional Review, in preparation for the April exam. Contact the PreProfessional Center (202-238-2563) for more information.

FREE MONEY FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS $200 UP $100,000 GUARANTEED FEDERAL AND STATE MONEY

*$25,400 Per Year for Graduate Study Overseas
*$6,000 Grants for Students
*Money for Minority Students
*Money for Grads to Students to work at 5 Government Agencies
*Money for Central Justice Majors

For applications and deadlines information and $400 fee to:
Gatton Inc., 110, Bldg 7121
Largo, Maryland 20774

The Navigators, the lay ministry that is the Christian fellowship for our students will be having Christian fellowship on Tuesday at 7pm in Blackburn Room 148. Refreshments will be served.

Attention
Ben Kopy, Chair Members: Mark Train, November 2, 9th

CALLING ALL EPISTOLAP/ANGOLAN STUDENTS AND FRIENDS: ABSALOM JONES CANTERBURY STUDENT ASSOCIATION INVITES YOU TO JOINT US ON FRIDAYS AND SUNDAYS FOR WEEKLY BIBLE STUDY, FOOD, AND PRAYER TUESDAY EVENINGS IN THE CHAPEL LOUNGE 7:30-9:00 PM HOPE TO SEE YOU THERE!

RESEARCH WEBSITE
GET YOUR RESUME PUT INSIDE OF YOUR OWN RESEARCH WEBSITE FOR $25.00
Visit: www.research.com/wsd
Website coordinator: 202-238-7419
We are also a website typing service

Come and get your praise on your heart encouraged tonight.

Paris is Yours Campus Fellowship invites you to hear a powerful message from guest speaker Christopher Newsom, an African missionary.
Pastor Newsom, a Nigerian national, answered God’s call to leave his native land and minimize the reality of God’s love and power to the people of Nigeria. Located on the western coast of Africa, Senegal was a major departure point for the shipping of slaves to America. Pastor Newsom will be speaking at Blackburn Center tonight at 7:30 pm. For more information, call 202-238-6510.

SYLVIA’S HAIR DESIGNS 3033 GEORGIA AVE NW 202-726-1537 * HUMAN HAIR = $120.00 * KINKY TWIST = $160.00
*
KANEKALON is Provided All Medium Size Braids except Human Hair.

VOLUNTEERS MENTORS WANTED
Mainly for Women, Minority Monten needed for New High School Mentor Program
Contact: Interest Meeting Tuesday, October 30th
Blackburn Room 442
Contact: A. Patricia Lewis
for more details
alweaks@wm.edu

#1 Spring Break Vacations! Best Prices Guaranteed! Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas & Florida.
Book Early & get free meal plan. Earn cash & Go Free! Now hiring Campus Reps.
(410) 234-7187
talentsearch@comcast.net

Spring Break with STS, America’s #1 Student Tour Operator. Present trips: Mexico, Bahamas, East and West Coast. Earn cash and see the sights.
(800) 946-4430 www.stsusa.com

Missing: Spring Breakers! San Cos vacation wants to speak with you! Spring Break is over. Book Jamaica, Mexico, Bahama for FREE! To find out how, call 1-888-77-4642 or email sales@international.com

YA’S AFRICAN HAIR BRAIDING
* HUMAN HAIR = $120.00
* INDIVIDUALS = $120.00
* PIXIES = $120.00
* Kinky Twist = $160.00
All Medium Size Braids are $120.00.
KANEKALON is Provided except Human Hair.
Address: 2000 Sherman Avenue Washington, DC (near Howard University)
Tel: 202-234-0650

The Ladies of Zeta Phi Beta Sorority, Inc., Alpha Chapter "Only The Finest"
Alumni/Phi Chapter Homecoming
Alumni/Phi Chapter Homecoming Saturday, November 7, 2001 Blackburn Rm. 146-150
12:30pm Business Affairs

WORK AT HOME
Personal's needed to collect Data from employers and a drug tree workplace.
Must be able to make at least phone calls for more information call (501) 681-2070

The Ladies of Alpha Chapter Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc., present 2001 Ja'Barbuck Travel Extravaganza Thursday, November 1 8 pm Blackburn Center Ballroom Admission: $10.00 Tickets available at the Cramton Box Office

#1 Spring Break Vacations! Best Prices Guaranteed! Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas & Florida. Book Early & get free meal plan. Now hiring Campus Reps. 1-800-234-7007
talentsearch@comcast.net

Personal's
Scott comi help me. I have a headache and they never do things my way!!!

Virtually
A way to know you're from Philly: You catch septa and you know what a Thirtys is!

Virtually
A way to know you're from Philly: The Greek is just the plain old Greek and not Greek Fest.

Boos, you da man. You been serving up this semester. How long will it last?
—Porter

E.L.C
How many people were in the office when Jason stuck out here?

Jen(?), I know what I was laughing at the table the other night. I know you were laughing at the same thing. LOL!

Ye’ll act like ya’ll didn’t see Jacey hold Tuesday down while I was out of town.

Scott you saved me man. You are the general.

The Hilltop Needs Writers for the Tuesday and Friday Issues.

Attend weekly budget meetings Tuesday at 7 pm in the Hilltop Office located on the P-level of the West Towers.

GRADUATING SENIOR PICTURES!

RIS:

WHEN?

Mon., Nov. 5th - Fri., Nov. 16th
11 am - 8 pm Monday - Thursday 12 pm-8:30 pm Friday

WHERE?

The Old Campus Store, Ground Floor, Blackburn Center near the Caf

Minimum $10 Siting Fee, cash only

Questions? Call the yearbook @ 202.806.7870. stop by Suite G-06 in the Blackburn Center or email us@ bisonyearbook@hotmaii.com

BUSCH GARDENS

Talent Search

Busch Gardens Entertainment Department will be holding auditions for the 2002 season on Tuesday, November 6, 2:00 pm to 6:00 pm

University of Maryland, Clarice Smith Performing Arts Center, Room 1230 Seeking: dancers, singers, actors, acrobats, jugglers, puppets, molem, magicians and technicians for live shows. Bring prepared audition for all talents.

Call: 800-253-3302 or visit: talentsearchbgw.com